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Two Years Later
Initial Announcement:
Initial Announcement: 2010-04-30
Initial Announcement: 2010-04-30

First Distribution Based on systemd:
Initial Announcement: 2010-04-30
First Distribution Based on systemd: Fedora 15, 2011-05-24
Initial Announcement: 2010-04-30
First Distribution Based on systemd: Fedora 15, 2011-05-24
First talk at FOSDEM:
Initial Announcement: 2010-04-30
First Distribution Based on systemd: Fedora 15, 2011-05-24
First talk at FOSDEM: 2011-02-05
Since Then:

Fedora 16+17+18, OpenSUSE, Mageia, Mandriva, ArchLinux, Frugalware, ...

RHEL 7, CentOS, SLES, ...

Included in Debian, Gentoo
16 Committers
375 Contributors
32 Contributors per Month
528 Subscribers to ML
systemd is an Init System
systemd is an Init System
systemd is a Platform
Focus: the full Range, like the Linux kernel itself
Focus: the full Range, like the Linux kernel itself
Mobile, Embedded, Desktop, Server
The basis for your phone OS can be the same as for your supercomputer
Boot times of less than 1s for Userspace
Obsoletes: ConsoleKit, sysvinit, initscripts, pm-utils, inetd, acpid, syslog, watchdog, cgrulesd, cron, atd
Future:

Container Support (Auto-Spawn, Auto-Shutdown)
Future:
Cloud/Cluster Support
Future:

kdbus
Future:

Apps
Outlook: We’ll keep the pace
systemd

http://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/systemd
http://0pointer.de/blog/projects/systemd
git://anongit.freedesktop.org/systemd

#systemd on irc.freenode.org